Abstract-In recent years, the image processing intelligent based systems has been the subject of interest for many researchers. In this manner, interpretation of urban aerial hyperspectral textured images is lionizing due to special features of this images. Image segmentation is the first step to reach this aim and extract features of these images. The correct selection of spectral bands is very important, because of multiplicity of spectral bands in this images and variety of texture in each of spectral bands. Since not all spectral bands include useful information, taking into account all of spectral bands decreases the speed of processing and accuracy of segmentation. In this paper, several dimension reduction or in other words spectral band reduction approach studied. In addition, the effect of each dimension reduction algorithms on accuracy of segmentation represented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image segmentation is one of the most important steps in image analysis and interpretation. In this way, hyperspectral image segmentation becomes interesting subject of many researches because of special properties of these images. The precision of segmentation in these images is depending on many parameters that one of most important parameters is proper spectral band selection. Suitable spectral band selection is important because of existing information in each band (e.g. texture) is different with other bands also none of spectral bands is contained of useful information. Therefore, spectral bands that contain more information must be select. There are many dimension reduction algorithms such as independent component analysis (ICA), principal component analysis (PCA) and discrete wavelet transform (DWT) [1] .
All of existing approaches work depending on best band selection. Then, for processing, we need different approach when we are going to use several bands and using one band was not sufficient for segmentation. We use extended mathematical morphology for feature extraction. Image segmentation is one of the most critical tasks in automatic image analysis because the segmentation results will affect all the subsequent processes of image analysis, such as object representation and description, feature measurement and even the following higher-level tasks such as object classification and scene interpretation [2] . As mentioned before, discrimination of textures in different spectral bands is example of these features. On the other hand, we have different texture in various spectral bands.
In general, this is considerable that none of segmentation algorithms is applicable at different application of image processing. Hence, propose different algorithm for any special application.
With increasing number of algorithms for image segmentation, evaluation of performance of algorithms in studies is necessary. By take into account different hampers for image segmentation, proper algorithm selection is very important.
However, texture characterization is particularly complex when the image data is composed of several spectral bands at different wavelengths, as in the case of remotely sensed hyperspectral images, in which hundreds of spectral bands are often available. Such images have two domains that can be analyzed: the spectral domain and the spatial domain. In this paper, we use joint direction and spectral features for hyperspectral image segmentation. By taking into account the complementary nature of spatial and spectral information in simultaneous fashion, it may be possible to alleviate the problems related to each of them taken separately and improve segmentation and classification results in urban analysis scenarios [3] .
Under study image segmentation process, consists of three following stages: 1) Extracting of spectral and direction features and constructing feature image, using extended mathematical morphology. 2) Applying a suitable threshold on feature image, and create a binary image. 3) Finally using region growing algorithm and consider to spectral similarity between adjacent pixels, image segmentation is accomplished. The rest of this paper organized as follows. Section II describes extended mathematical morphology definition. In section III, we study several spectral band reduction (dimension reduction) algorithms. Experiment results discussed in Section IV and conclusions are given in Section V.
II. MATHEMATICAL MORPHOLOGY

A. Review Stage
In this section, we describe a new methodology for the classification of urban hyperspectral images. We should mention that used mathematical morphology in 2D images is not applicable in the case of hyperspectral images because of various spectral bands in these images. The greatest challenge in the task of extending morphology operations to hyperspectral images is the definition of a vector ordering relation that allows for the determination of the maximum and minimum elements in any family of N-D vector [4] . In this manner, we introduce spectral angle mapper as a scale of spectral similarity. Then, we utilize an algorithm for feature extraction from hyperspectral images based on morphological operators. Finally, by using correlation and similarity between image pixels in feature image, segmentation is performing. Feature extraction approach depends on extended mathematical morphology and spectral adjustment concepts. With take into account hyperspectral image by f at N Dimensional space, spectral angle mapper between two pixel vectors f (x, y) and f (i, j), i.e., two N-D vectors at discrete spatial coordinates (x, y) and 2 
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Now, by definition of cumulative distance between a pixels vector f(x, y) and all the pixel vectors in the spatial neighborhood given by B (B-neighborhood), we will have [5] :
where (x, y) refers to spatial coordinates in the B-neighborhood. Now according to aforementioned definitions, we can define two standard morphological operations called erosion and dilation respectively as below [3] , [6] : Using the above operations, the opening filter is defined as erosion followed by dilation and the closing filter is defined as dilation followed by erosion that represented as follows respectively:
Then, the following vector gives the spatial/spectral profile at f (x, y): 
Here, the step of the opening/closing series iteration at which the spatial/spectral profile provides a maximum value gives an intuitive idea of both the spectral and spatial distribution in the B-neighborhood [5] . In our experiment, we select 2   . After construction of feature image, we transform feature image to binary image by applying some rules on existing pixels of image. Then, we perform image segmentation by using of region growing algorithm and by taking into account the similarity between adjacent pixels. The authors of the accepted manuscripts will be given a copyright form and the form should accompany your final submission.
III. DIMENSION REDUCTION ALGORITHMS
As mention before, none of spectral bands are containing of useful information. On the other hand, speed of processing increased because of spectral bands reduction and reducing the volume of calculations. Suitable bands selection can be perform in various approaches that we study some of them. In the first algorithm, spectral similarity between various bands calculated. In this method, a pixel vector with same and constant coordinate on each spectral band considered, and then spectral similarity between each band with others by using spectral angel mapper (SAM) calculated. After that all of spectral angels calculated, those bands that have most similarity select for processing. In the next algorithm, at the first step we calculating signal to noise ratio (SNR) that define as means of pixels to standard deviations of pixels for all of spectral bands and then spectral similarity between the band that has biggest SNR with others calculated. Afterwards, those bands selected that have most spectral similarity with reference band (the band with biggest SNR).
Finally, at the tertiary algorithm, same as second approach at the first step SNR for all of spectral bands calculated but those bands selected that have biggest SNR. That is, we do not consider the spectral similarity between bands. We should mention that, for suitable comparison between different approaches, the number of selected bands in all of algorithms is equal. As regards we need some similarity scales for heterogonous regions discriminations, the applied algorithm is somehow complex. It should be note that, we could also use feature image to extract the boundaries, but in this case, similarity scale definition would be more complicated.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we will discuss about simulation results for the algorithms defined in sections III for hyperspectral image segmentation. For this reason, we introduce hyperspectral image. Then, simulation results will be shown in Fig 2 to The hyperspectral image were acquired during a flight campaign over Pavia, northern Italy (45°11' N, 9°9' E), on the 8 th of July 2002 from 10:30 a.m. to 12:00 noon. This image acquired by ROSIS_03 (Reflective Optics System Imaging Spectrometer) spectrometer of DLR. The data set acquired from ROSIS sensor does not fully cover the areas of interest, due to the narrower field of view w.r.t. DAIS instrument on which the flight lines were designed. Data are atmospherically corrected but not geometrically corrected. The number of spectral bands is 102 and Geometric resolution is 1.3 metres.
The processor that is used in this simulation is a Centrino Duo T7200, 2GHz with 2GB of memory. Fig. 1 shows the RGB image of the used hyperspectral image. The results of simulations represented on portion of hyperspectral image, with respect to high volume of data. At the first, segmentation results for considering all of spectral bands are represented in Fig. 2(a) .
As illustrated in Fig. 2 (a) the result of segmentation isn't appropriate. Indeed, none of image boundaries correctly recognized. As mentioned before, this segmentation occurs because of exist many unsuitable spectral bands in hyperspectral image that contain noisy information. Now, we are applying dimension reduction algorithms that described in previous section. Segmentation result for first dimension reduction algorithm, band selection depending on spectral similarity, represented in Fig. 2(b) . It is considerable that, spectral similarity calculated depending on SAM that defined in section 2. That is, with choosing on vector on each band, spectral similarity between it and others calculated. It is clear that, a smaller angel means bigger spectral similarity.
As shown in Fig. 3(a) , many of boundaries recognized. But also many points that aren't boundary recognized.
(a) (b) Fig. 2. (a) The segmented image for all spectral bands (b) the segmentation result for first dimension reduction algorithm Now, second algorithm portrayed in prior section studied. That is, SNR for each of spectral band calculated. Then, the band with biggest SNR selected as reference band. At the end, those bands that have most spectral similarity into reference band selected. The Results of segmentation for this algorithm are shown in Fig. 3(a) .
As shown in Fig. 4 many of boundaries don't recognize. Though, precision of this algorithm is more than first algorithm. As described in section III, tertiary algorithm worked depends on large SNR criteria. The simulation results for this algorithm illustrated in Fig. 3(b) .
It's clear that, precision of segmentation increased considerably for this method and boundaries of region recognized more accurate. Here, significant point is that, number of selected spectral bands can effect on improving results. By the way, speed of processing considerably increased if suitable segmentation achieved by a few number of spectral bands. The segmentation depending on tertiary algorithm is more precise, as seen in Fig. 4. 
V. CONCLUSION
Three different methods have been introduced and the results are presented. As we said before, we should reduce the spectral bands due to the lack of useful information in some sort of bands. Therefore, the simulation results have been shown according to all existing spectral bands. The simulation results provide this fact that the images with higher SNR (signal to noise ratio) are more precise in comparison with the two mentioned methods. Choosing the number of parameters in an optimized form has an inevitable effect on increasing the accuracy and speed of processing.
